Mt Hawthorn P& C Association Inc.

GENERAL MEETING MINUTES

Harbeck Centre – 7:00pm, Monday, 1st August 2016
Present: See attendance list
1. Welcome / Apologies

Scott opened the meeting at 7:05pm and welcomed everyone.
Welcomed Kate Allen and Eleni Evangel.
Eleni Evangel spoke – refer section 8.5.
Kate Allen spoke – refer section 8.1.

Apologies: Lee Butcher (Canteen), Tracy Denham (VP), Alison Harman (ESC),
Graeme Gleeson, Beatrice Jones, Helen Davey, Kate Webber.
2. Minutes of previous meeting (Exec meeting 13th June 2016)

Minor changes to the draft minutes:
 Section 5.8 School Board - Catrina’s name corrected.
 Section 5.1 Canteen – bullet point 1 completed.

It was moved by Scott Yelland and seconded by Kat Richardson that the minutes of
the previous meeting be accepted as true and correct.
Carried without dissent

3. Business arising
3.1
Defibrillator location
Email from Lorena Rock (via Tracy Denham)
“They have indeed arrived and been placed here in office and at kindy. On 18th July
we had a brief training session viewing a video with select staff but all staff will
receive a full training session on our October (Term 4) School Development Day.
We have also registered for the First Response initiative.
Thank you to the P & C for their support. A great collaborative achievement you can
report on at the next meeting.”
4. Correspondence
From/To
In
WASCA
Out
Centrewest
In
Department of Education

Subject
Canteen Mashup
WACSSO and Insurance Renewal
Excellence in Teaching Awards
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5. Principal’s report
Carol Selley presented the MHPS Principal’s report.
 Purchased 5 new interactive whiteboards at Kindy.
 2 new interactive whiteboards for Year 6 have been purchased.
 New blinds at Kindy have been purchased.
 Oval – central office person in charge of ovals has reviewed and
recommended more top dressing, aeration and fertilisation.
 Jen Townsend is buying ~50 new computers for the school ~$45000
 Rachelle asked about the ramp between the demountables towards pp. Carol
ask the oval people from central office and they indicated that it should be
brick paved. This was not a preferred option.
 Carol noted that terracing the oval slopes had been brought up with her late
last year but phys ed teachers thought this interfered with Phys ed activities.
P&C Association
Report for General Meeting being held on
Monday 1st August 2016
Reflection of Term 2
It was a very busy and productive term with many highlights for the students
including visiting presenters, excursions, camps and performances.

Term 3
The term commenced with a successful Band Camp. Feedback emails commend
parents and staff for their organisation and commitment to making this event
possible. One of the parents wrote that they valued how inclusive the children were
of each other and acknowledged that having children from different schools could
be a challenge.
The choir is now getting ready for their performance at Crown on Friday 26th August
2016.
Faction and interschool athletics planning is well underway and Mrs Anita Putt and
Mrs Sue Kenny have everything in hand. Teachers are busy training children in team
games and groups are going to Menzies Park to do distance running.
PEAC testing for Year 4 children will take place in the week of the 2nd August 2016. A
letter was sent to all Year 4 parents with the necessary information.
Science Week and Book Week activities have been planned for this term. The focus
for Science Week is the use of coding and robots. The older classes are going to
work with their buddy classes on a specific activity that allows everyone to use BBots. There will be a dress up day for Book Week on Thursday 25th August 2016.

Staffing news
Our new school psychologist is Mrs Michelle Hodge. Miss Bianca Kelly resigned at the
end of Term 2 to take up a new position in Vienna. Miss Kelly’s work with the school
staff and specific families was of the highest quality and we, and the Education
Support Centre, were well supported. We are looking forward to working with Mrs
Hodge in the coming semester.
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Federal election fundraising
Thank you to everyone who contributed to the cake stall and breakfast / sausage
sizzle at the Federal election. One of the reasons why these fundraisers are so
important is that they tap into the funds of people who are not part of the usual
parent body.

Pre-Primary to Year 1 transition
The Pre-Primary to Year 1 transition has begun with the PP children coming to play
during lunch time with the Year 1 and 2 children. There is plenty of excitement from
the PP children about seeing an older sibling during the school day. Because the
play space is new to the PP children, some of them have had trouble finding their
classmates but they have been supported by the duty teacher and/or decided to
play with someone new. The Year 1 and 2 children are also allowed to play in the PP
area which they are enjoying.
Revised positive behaviour plan for school
Under the direction of the School Wide Positive Behaviour Committee we have
revised the faction tokens, prizes for the weekly raffle, and the schedule for the virtue
of the fortnight. With all school processes, we need to re-launch initiatives so that
children buy into them. Early feedback from the children is positive.
Computer Club
Last term some of the Year 3 and 4 children participated in the after school
Computer Club. This term Year 5 and 6 children have the opportunity to be part of
the Club.
Kindy enrolments for 2017
Kindy enrolments for 2017 closed on Friday 22nd July 2016. We have received
approximately the same number of applications as we did for 2016 so intend to
maintain the current Kindy structure. Letters of acceptance will be sent out in the
coming weeks.
Facilities
Roof Replacement
There is a commitment through Eleni Evangel’s office that the roof on the junior
primary classrooms will be replaced during the December/January holidays of
2016/2017.

Infrastructure
The school has requested a quote for the roller doors or shutters for the undercover
area. It will give the school an enclosed area for indoor / outdoor area for games,
Phys Ed lessons, and events and will help to minimise the damage done to the
undercover area by the skateboarders.
The new facilities management company has visited the school to look at the
canteen. This particular builder has taken information away to develop a quote and
I anticipate that we will get information back in the coming fortnight.
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Resourcing
Student Centred Funding April 2016
Operating Allocation
Salary Component
Operating Cash Budget

$ 6 979 528
$ 6 064 308
$ 690 151

Many of the curriculum leaders have spent their 2016 allocation which is what you
would expect for a school at this time of the year. Recent purchases have included:
take home readers for Pre-Primary, B-Bots, and Maths activity boxes.
New secondary school for the local area
Through the School Board, there is ongoing correspondence with Eleni Evangel’s
office about a new secondary school in the area.

P&C Funding
Future Directions Update
At the beginning of the year the P&C committed to giving the school $40 000. The
current plan in place for the money includes:
Project
Shade
structure and
improved
grounds at
Kindy
Mathletics
B-Bots

Modified
netball rings

Comments/Suggestions
Kindy needs a new shade structure
and a general renovation of the
grounds. A plan has been developed.
Money has been used to subsidise
Mathletics for all students.
As part of the STEM initiative at school
we have purchased B-Bots as a
resource to develop coding skills in the
early years.
Installed

Quotation: $11 000 for
shade
Plus budgeted: $5 000 for
grounds
$ 16 000 (Total)
Budgeted: $5 000
Budgeted: $ 700

Budgeted: $1 700

Independent Public Schools
I am part of the IPS School Board training group which means I may be invited to
provide support to new IPS or those who have not yet formed a functioning Board.
Whilst this may mean I am out of the school for short amounts of time, it will not
impact on my work at Mount Hawthorn Primary School.

CAROL SELLEY
PRINCIPAL
1st August 2016
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6. Treasurer's report
Rachelle Rose presented the Treasurer’s report.
Key points:
 Concern with canteen’s loss.
 Have paid main school $40000. Have not paid ed support yet. This was about
$3000 last year.
 Alex talked about Qkr app that lets you pay accounts e.g. excursions, term
accounts, uniform order. P&C are testing it out starting with the uniform shop.
Qkr will be an additional way to pay voluntary contributions.
 Alex noted that the school might be interested in using it too.

Mount Hawthorn Primary School Parents and Citizens Association
Inc
Treasurers Report
1 August 2016

Cash Balance
Commonwealth Bank (all accounts) cash balance = $116,081
Results
Uniform shop
Canteen

Year to Date Results
$4,063
-$5,604

Sales (year to date)
$39,274
$52,379

Voluntary contributions
$44,497 was received in 2016 voluntary contributions. This equals 635 children and a
percentage of about 75%.
School Support
$40,000 curriculum support was paid to the school in June.
$1,535 paid for electrical upgrades to canteen and uniform shop (works in Dec 2015).

Fundraising Proceeds
The election sausage sizzle and cake stalls made $4,281. Well done to everyone involved!
Canteen Year to Date
I am concerned about the financial results of the canteen for terms 1 and 2 this year.
Compared to last year:
- Term 1 and 2 2015 had a loss of $591 (excluding the non-cash $2,000 provision for
upgrade expense)
- Term 1 and 2 2016 has lost $4,325
- Wages have increased by approx. $1,400
- Cost of sales has increased from 43% to 50%
We need to consider raising prices and/or making a big push for more volunteers.
Holding Accounts
$3,549 netball
$3,634 music camp
$1,095 footy tipping
$8,278 total
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Provisions
$9,000 has been accrued for 2016
-

$2,000 playground renewal fund
$2,000 canteen renewal fund
$5,000 tiger turn renewal fund

Available Cash
Out of the funds in the bank, the following is allocated:
Undercover area
$20,000
Canteen renewal fund
$21,000
Playground renewal fund
$6,000
Tiger turf renewal fund
$10,000
Total provisions
$57,000
Holding accounts
$ 8,278
Operating cash
$20,000
Total “committed”
$85,278
Available funds

$30,803

Please do not hesitate to call me on 0412 667 238 if there are any queries. Rachelle Rose
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7. Committee reports
7.1

School Ed Support Centre
Kaylene Allen presented the MHPS ESC report.
Key points:
 New policies particularly refers to isolated children.
 Kat Richardson asked if she could be given an indication of how many
ESC smaller sized children would be starting so she could stock the
uniform shop with the smaller sizes for them. Kaylene indicated that they
could provide that information.
 Getting quotes on updating kitchen area.

P&C Report from the Education Support Centre for Semester 1, 2016

The ESC has had a busy Semester 1, with some challenging behaviours in the school, some complex
interactions with the department and their new policies and also some staff shortages resulting from
a freeze on employment imposed by the government. The freeze is over and staff shortages are now
being addressed, we are currently advertising for a new pool of education assistants.

The other challenges have been resolved in a satisfactory way; the department is now re-reviewing
some policies which had fairly complex flow on effects for department schools and we have
improved our strategies regarding behaviour issues.
We have new students starting in Term 3 and we are currently interviewing parents of children with
autism who are interested in having Early Intervention with us in 2017.

We are interested in having some needed refurbishments done in the school and are in the process
of getting quotes from Programmed, the new organisation who are in charge of these things.
The students are having horse riding expeditions this Semester as well as the return of their special
needs dance teacher, Kelly Buckle each week.
Alison Harman
(Principal)
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7.2

Safety
Karen Sheilds presented the Safety report.
Key points:
 Scheduled work on the Matlock & Woodstock St intersection for the July
school holidays was delayed by a month due to City of Vincent budgeting
constraints.
 Work will commence over the next month – exact date to be confirmed by
John Carey this week. John has now confirmed to Karen that it will be
completed in the September school holidays.
 No responses or enquiries received for the volunteer crosswalk attendant
– do we consider paying someone a minimal amount for the term 4 trial
period? Requirement is for about 8:30am to 9:15am and 2:45pm to
3:30pm.
 General discussion about how to advertise – Hawthorn Hub, The Voice,
Volunteering WA.
 General discussion about the wage to be paid.
 Action: Will continue along the volunteer path for now but extend the
advertising those mentioned above.
 Traffic warden insurance. Mary emailed Centrewest insurance details to
Karen. Rachelle has renewed the workers comp. Will need to notify
Centrewest when we get someone.

7.3

Uniform

Kat Richardson presented the Uniform report.
Key points:
 Uniforms west proposal attached to these minutes.
 General discussion on Uniforms west proposal.
 Alex asked if there were any other suppliers that Kat would rather
recommend. Kat indicated that there were.
 Jason asked if there was a time period on this proposal. Kat indicated that
there wasn’t one.
 Start advertising for a uniform co-ordinator. Kat was happy to manage the
uniform shop next year but she can’t man the uniform shop.
 Carol asked for an advertisement to go in the newsletter.
Action: Alison to provide Carol with advertisement.
 Qkr to be launched.
Action: Alison has information which will be advertised in the newsletter
 Motion: Will decline uniforms west proposal. Carried without dissent

Uniform Service Report
General Meeting Monday 1 August, 2016
Sales Update
Term 2 saw over 400 items sold for a total revenue of approximately $10,343. The shop was
open every week and also by appointment which was especially useful to new families
starting at the school. We completed our regular end of Term stocktake during the recent
school holiday break and are thrilled to report a very low discrepancy of only 6 items
overstocked: 3,329 on inventory and 3,335 items counted.
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Online Ordering App Launch
We would also like to announce that uniform items can now be ordered via the QKR!
(Quicker) app, available online and on smartphones. Thanks to Alex Castle and Rachelle
Rose for assisting with the setup and testing of the app.
Volunteers
We are still seeking volunteers to assist whilst Carmela is away. I would like to thank Noelle
Leonard for assisting me in the shop on the 28th July, and also Claudia Elkington our P&C
Bookkeeper for offering her time.
Offsite Shop Option
Uniforms West (formerly Williams Apparel) has been the supplier of several of our uniform
item, including our winter jackets, for several years. They have previously approached us to
offer an offsite shop option which the P&C declined. They have approached us again with a
new offer based on a recent change in business location in Osborne Park.
Uniforms West identified the following benefits:

Kat and Maree have reviewed the attached offer and do not recommend we proceed with
this offer from Uniforms West for the following reasons:
1. Vendor has not proposed to buy back our inventory or store it.
2. P&C will still need a Uniform Coordinator to manage the vendor and services not
provided by the vendor such as secondhand sales and support for families in need.
3. P&C will still need an area to store current inventory or at a minimum second hand
items. Vendor will only provide new items from their shop and not manage
secondhand items. Secondhand items are popular, help recycle unwanted items and
generate additional funds for P&C.
4. P&C funding could be negatively impacted as Uniform Shop already makes 10% after
wages and other expenses so potential loss of surplus above 10%.
5. Vendor has not been very reliable with quality checks of products before they ship to
us. Without day-to-day oversight, P&C will have to spend time mediating parents
concerns about quality.
6. P&C has just invested in a new Point of Sale (POS) system which significantly
improves inventory management and Uniform Service’s ability to accurately forecast
demand.
7. P&C may still have to insure existing inventory
8. P&C has just funded the introduction of online ordering via the QKR! app, launched
this term. This app provides the P&C with flexibility to offer one off specialty items
(cookbooks, aprons, tea towels etc) as well as standard uniform items.
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9. Vendor is unable to provide a reliable way of sensitively dealing with families in need.
Currently, families in need are assisted discreetly and personally through an informal
and caring joint approach between the Uniform Service and school administration that
maintains the dignity of the families.
10. Many parents highly value the convenience of an onsite uniform shop where their
kids can try on items before rushing off to after school activities.
11. P&C lose control over the supply chain and are prevented from sourcing less
expensive products when the vendor needs to raise their prices based on their
suppliers. P&C may be pushed to accept style changes so vendor can manage
supplier cost increases and maintain supplied items within agreed price ranges.
7.4

Grants
Amanda Derbyshire presented the Grants report.
Key points:
 Encourage walking to school in line with the traffic warden and try and tap
into some Healthway grants.
 Amanda mentioned encouraging people to walk their dogs to school as
part of this. E.g. Wembley primary have a dog parking area.
 Consider having a breakfast for those walking to school.
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7.5

Grounds
Tim Swart presented the Grounds report.
Key points:
 Master planning afternoon scheduled for Saturday 13th August 2pm.
Action: Tim to give Alison details to put in the newsletter.
 AV for the hangar. Tim has contacted Neil Campbell from AAA Production
Services.

Grounds Sub Committee Meeting – Thursday 28 July 2016

Interested parties with respect to grounds issues met to glean a background on items of previous
priority and the undercurrent challenges in planning and services the grounds of Mount Hawthorn
PS.

Overview was provided on previous masterplanning undertaken to assist the school with the lack of
support it had in terms of gardening and general grounds maintenance. At this point the school was
recently amalgamated with a population of about 560 students. As the schools funding model
changed and it became busier, ultimately an IPS the focus moved towards more re-planting,
playgrounds and busy bees. This school endured/ benefitted from three substantial capital works
programs over the last 9 years – twice destroying the oval.
A campus planning committee was formed in 2013 by the school board to address issues related to
population growth and capacity. Primary concern was the lessening of available free-play space as
additional classrooms were competing for the school footprint. These efforts were significant in
achieving funding support for the “hangar”.

Current Status
It was observed by the attending committee that elements of the school are now appearing
“unloved” and that a targeted beautification process is required. The oval, the banks adjacent to this
area, the hill adjacen to the demountable and denudation of tree cover over the pirate cove were
issues.
It was determined that a successful masterplan had been created internally in 2008 and a similar
approach would be the best way to guide the P&C on project priorities. A parent friendly “visioning”
afternoon was suggested for a weekend so we can gather so other ideas from the broader school
community and feed into a plan for the future. The master planning afternoon has been set for
2.00pm on Saturday 13 August at the School canteen. This will include site tour and analysis of the
grounds areas.
Key objectives anticipated from the development of a masterplan are:
- Identification of partner stakeholders, parents, DoE, CoV.
- Formation of plan to resolve the poor standard of the school oval and its perimeter
- Plan for the beautification and rehab of playgrounds and gardens
- Improved canopy cover through a targeted re-planting strategy
- Identification of locations to optimise learning links ie. Outdoor classroom
Review of annual budget allowances / breakdown:
2015
2016

$34,180 (28K on playgrounds)
Budget $15,000 Grounds General
$10,000 Staging and PA
No spend YTD.
Note $5,000 in sinking fund for Tiger Turf (lower school)
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No funding currently exists to re-vitalise the oval.
Actions:
1. Seek out Whelans survey of the school
2. Promote the Masterplanning visioning afternoon 2.00pm Sat August 13, 2016.
3. Coordinate the information for consideration by the P&C and School Board.
7.6

Canteen
Jason Mascurine presented the Canteen report.
Key points:
 Scott asked if they were coming back with plans. Jason indicated definitely
a quote but not sure how detailed the plans are. Will then need to
establish a budget.
 General discussion about canteen making a loss. Sales have increased.
Cost of sales has increased. If we don’t get more volunteers at the
canteen, then we will have to increase costs and/or not offer a 5 day a
week canteen.
 Action: Carol to bring up compulsory canteen help from each class to be
brought up at the next PL meeting – 1 person/class/term
 Action: Sarah to identify target items for price increases.
 Carol asked about the current canteen budget, $21000 has been put aside
so far.

Summary – Canteen Refurbishment
P & C Exec Meeting 1 August 2016
Objective:
Upgrade to Canteen and replace existing equipment to meet demand from growing school
community and other school based events, and ensure Canteen is compliant with relevant
health and safety standards (fresh food Canteen).
Complete the Upgrade by Thursday 6th October, 2016.
Current Status:






New facilities manager advised quotes on works expected back weekending 5 August
(Risk);
New facilities manager advised feasibility study not required (potential saving or reallocating $4,500 to the project’s capital expenditure);
Scope of works unchanged. Understanding of appropriate standards improved
following discussions with Canteen;
Jason Mascurine acting as End User Representative. Liaising with MHPS Principal as
required;
Budget
o Estimates from quotes obtained to date
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Item
Feasibility Study
Kitchen equipment and benches

Costs
($4,500)
($19,000)

Sub-total
Specified Growth (knowns
unknowns)
Demolition (existing
cupboard, removal of vinyl)
Vinyl Flooring
Electrical
Communication / Data
Pantry storage
Builder’s Margin
Unspecified Growth
(Unknowns)

($23,500)

Actual

Comment
May be nil
Based on quotations
obtained last year

TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
10% to 20%
10% to 20%

Actions:





End User Representative to confirm/check Scope of Work with Facilities Manager;
End User Representative to confirm schedule for Scope of Works to be completed.
End User Representative to establish/confirm any specific communication protocol
between/with End user, MHPS Principal, Facilities Manager and P & C; and
End User representative to continue liaising with End User, MHPS Principal &
facilities management.

Actions for P&C Decisions:
1. Once quotation is received and Scope of Work is confirmed against it, confirm budget
the P&C is willing to support. PROPOSED ACTION BY 12/8/16.
Other Actions (if any): nil
Canteen Project Upgrade, P & C Representative:

Lee Butcher

Canteen Project Upgrade, End User Representative: Jason Mascurine
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7.7

Fundraising
Alison De Mattia presented the Fundraising report.
Key points:
 Entertainment books sales continued
 Bingo night – sold ~100 tickets (can have up to 18 tables of 8)
 Request for heaters for the Bingo night.
 Town of Vincent and John Carey have provided discount on the hire of
main hall at Braithwaite park.
 Other events scheduled include
o Cake stall at sports day (1st September) – Year 5
o Father’s day raffle – Year 4
o Disco – PP (16th September)
o Lap-a-thon
o Aussie campout
o Movie night
o Art auction – Carol will be providing information about the art
projects.

7.8

Fair
Mary Gwynne talked about the fair.
Key points:

 Shari has provided a genral job description including details for a fair
committee with details of about 5 roles. Shari has also provided a general
timeline for the activities.
 General discussion about whether to have a fair every 2 years. Consensus
was that we should continue assuming we are having a fair next year.
 Start advertising for a fair co-ordinator in Term 3 newsletters. First option
is the newsletter. Would prefer a school parent. External advertising only
as a later consideration.
Action: Mary to provide Alison with an advertisement to go in the school
newsletter in Term 3.

7.9

Communication
Alison De Mattia presented the Communication report
Key points:
 Tim mentioned getting volunteers for school setup for sports day. Carol
will put something in the newsletter. People will provide their details to the
school.
 Alison has investigated a noticeboard – 1800mm by 1200mm, $1100,
lockable, magnetic or pin up. To be installed on the admin building.
Action: Alison to give details to Carol.
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7.10

School Board

Alex Castle presented the School Board Representative report.
Key points:
 Michael Jenkin has been following up the junior school roof which is now
budgeted and scheduled for the summer holidays.
 The 2-storey PP build does not have a budget yet but is being pushed by
the school board.
 General discussion on the high school forum. Joint school boards and
P&Cs have written a letter to the minister to invite him to a forum. Scott
indicated from emails that the minister has declined the invitation.
8. General business
8.1
Kate Allen (Acting Coordinator Safer Vincent) from Town of Vincent spoke
about graffiti and safety problems in Mount Hawthorn.
Key points:
 Promoted the methamphetamine forum.
 Noted the general concern about graffiti in the area.
 There is a local crew of young men who are responsible for large amounts
of graffiti in Vincent and Stirling.
 Police have issued warrants for main offenders. Police have picked up
people on the weekend. Will have curfews on them and aren’t to associate
with each other.
 Encouraged people to report graffitti. Photos, evidence is very helpful.
 Alex asked about any connection between graffiti and break-ins. Kate said
that there was a connection between drug problems and break-ins but no
real link between graffiti and break-ins.
 Kat asked about graffiti on school grounds and whether it was reported.
Carol said that they don’t report it, they clean it off. Kate noted that schools
are a state asset so doesn’t come under Vincent jurisdiction. Kate said you
can report it to Vincent and they will pass it on to the state departments.
 Goodbye Graffiti website – Scott noted that he had been unable to use the
website.
 Vincent community safety resources page – graffiti safewipes. Contact
Kate and she can provide a few of these kits. Personal alarms for children,
seniors. Security lights. Bike ID cards.
 Bike theft is a huge issue. Kate noted that they recover plenty of bikes but
they can’t return it to the owners without suitable information. She
encouraged people to note their bike’s serial number.
 Alex asked about bike theft at school which Carol didn’t think was too
much of an issue. Kate noted that it was mainly shopping centres, beatty
park etc. D-locks are the best. Other locks are being cutoff. They do just
take wheels too.
 Bike ed is starting next week so Kate will provide 200 flyers and
information to school for next week – these are to go to Carol Selley.
 Kate noted that they were trying to promote neighbourhood watch. Asked
if anyone is keen to be on a committee to let her know. We have had the
safety house program in the past. Estimated that there may be 30 safety
houses. P&C safety subcommittee have been concentrating on traffic
issues this year but the safety house is something that may be furthered in
the future. Kate said she would be interested in helping out any parents
interested in neighbourhood watch as well as safety house.
 Scott mentioned the walking school bus.
 Mary mentioned the skateboarders. Kate asked about types of damage.
General discussion about the anti-social behaviour to do with broken
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8.2

Advertising for fair co-ordinator role  Refer to Section 7.8

8.3

Renewed insurance.
 Mary indicated that it was renewed.

8.4
8.5

glass, damage to school property. Kate said she would talk to the
Wembley police to see if there was anything helpful they could add.
Scott thanked Kate for her time.

Executive membership list updated
 Mary indicated that the membership list was updated.

Eleni Evangel spoke:
Key points:
 Methamphetamine forum 11th August
 Speakers awards 22nd September. Request to put it in newsletter to
encourage support for the children
 Commitment to Junior school building roof is in writing. Construction
commencing over the summer school holidays.
 2-storey build for PP is also being pushed.
 Education forum 4th August – Western suburbs school. Minister Peter
Collier is attending and briefing what has been happening in the
negotiations about the high school. Carol Selley is attending. Eleni noted
that having Churchlands as an option for MHPS students was important.
She also noted that MHPS ESC was important.
 Alex asked about if there was any response about attending the School
board/P&C organised forum. Eleni said that Emma Cole and Catrina
Campbell-Fraser should have received a response.

9. Other business
 Nil

10. Next meeting:
Centre at 7:00pm

Monday 24th Otcober 2016 – General Meeting – Harbeck

Meeting Closed: 9:20pm.
Attachments
A) Town of Vincent Help keep our town graffiti free poster.
B) SCH US Uniforms West Proposal for MHPS offsite uniform shop.

_________________________
M. Gwynne

HON SECRETARY

1st August 2016
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Unit 4/24 Guthrie Street
Osborne Park WA 6017
Phone: 08 9242 7232
Email: claire@uniformswest.com.au

Uniforms West has been established 30 years and last year were awarded the Tender
by the Department of Education for provide uniforms to Western Australian Public
Schools. The tender included a detailed evaluation of Quality, Price, Range, Service,
Ethics and Sustainability.
We have new premises in Osborne Park which include a retail outlet and because of
your close proximity we would like to offer you a unique off-site option for the
supply and management of your uniforms.
The benefits to your school are significant in relations to;
1 No need to have funds tied up in uniform stock, freeing up moneys for other
projects.
2 No need to find or pay staff to manage your uniform shop.
3 No onsite shop site, allowing you to use the current facility for other purposes.
4 10% of uniforms sales paid to you quarterly allowing easier budgeting.
5 Uniform quality maintained. Nothing changes without Mount Hawthorn Primary
School approval.
6 No uniform shortages as we will manage all ordering and stocking.
7 No need to insure stock as it is kept offsite and we insure it.
8 Online shopping. 24/7 access to our online shop parents can shop anytime
9 Parents can visit the uniform shop at any time during normal business hours
Monday- Friday 9 - 5.
10 Conveniently located in Osborne Park with easy parking less than 10 mins from
the school.
11. The P & C maintains control over the retail prices,(in consultation with Uniforms
West)
Further we maintain high standards and follow all the fair trading recommendations
including allowing for exchange and a process for dealing with any fault in the
workmanship of the garments. It is our mission to produce a high quality product and
service because we want to have a long and mutually beneficial relationship with you.
In addition we will restrict the number of schools we are servicing out of our retail
premises.
Our garments are of a high quality and are designed to suit Western Australian
conditions. We have a full range of fabrics and design options, including sublimation.
If you are thinking of changing your uniform we offer a full design and sample
facility. Or we can manufacture the products you currently provide.
The P & C would only need to have a designated representative who Uniforms West
would contact regarding school uniforms issues

